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Abst ract  
In this paper, an effectively computable approximation of the price of an American option in 
a jump-diffusion market model will be shown: results of convergence in L p and a.s. will be 
proved. 
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O. Introduction 
The problem of computation of the price of an American option in the 
Black-Scholes case has been examined closely: an exact formula is known (see 
Lamberton and Lapeyre, 1991, p. 80) but it is impossible to compute it exactly and we 
need numerical methods of approximation. Among the vast literature on this subject 
we mention Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987), Bensoussan and Lions (1978), Cox and 
Rubinstein (1985), and Jaillet et al. (1990). In this paper we consider a market with 
discontinuous prices as, for example, in Jeanblanc-Picqu~ and Pontier (1990). It is 
a complete model for which it is known that the American option price is the Snell 
envelope of the option. In the same way as in the paper of Mercurio and Runggaldier 
(1993), who obtained a computable approximation of the value of an European 
option, in this article a discrete-time approximation of the market is presented: it will 
be shown that, in this case, an explicit formula for the Snell envelope can be obtained 
and results of convergence to the original American option price will be introduced. 
At the end, in the particular case of the American put, a really computable formula 
will be presented. 
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1. The model 
Let us consider a market where three assets are traded and let us assume that there 
is a fixed time horizon 0 < T < oo. The first asset is a bond whose price evolves 
according to the differential equation 
dSo(t) = So(t)r(t)dt,  0 <% t <<. T, 
S0(0) = 1. (1.1) 
The remaining two assets are "risky" and their prices are modelled by the following 
linear stochastic equations for i = 1,2: 
dSi(t) = S i ( t - ){b i ( t )dt  + tr i (t)dW (t) + c~i(t)dN(t)}, 
Si(O) = S °, S ° deterministic. (1.2) 
More precisely, the process W = {W(t), g~;  0 ~< t -%< T} is a standard Wiener 
process on the space (f2 w, ~-w p w) and the filtration Y w is the augmentation under 
pw of the filtration generated by W. The process N = {N(t),.~-~; 0 ~< t ~< T} is 
a Poisson process on the space (f2 N, ~ N, p N) with intensity 2(0 and the filtration ~ ~ 
is the augmentation under IP N of the filtration generated by N. 
Let us consider the space (~2,~,P)=( f2Wxf2N,~W®yN, [pWXpN) ,  where 
W and N are independent. 
We assume 2(0 to be deterministic and bounded, while the hi(t), ai(t), ~i(t) and r(t) 
are supposed eterministic and continuous. 
We suppose 1 + Oi(t) ~> 6 > 0, for t ~ [0, T ] and i = 1,2. 
If 
R(t) = exp{ - f l  r(s)ds }, 
we have 
d(R(t) Si(t)) = R( t )S i ( t - )  { (hi(t) - r(t)) dt + txi(t) d W (t) + ~i(t) dN (t)}, 
where R(t)Si(t) are the discounted prices of the risky assets. We put Si(t) -- R(t)Si(t). 
As in Mercurio and Ruggaldier (1993), suppose that, for t ~ [-0, T ], we have 
[¢l(t)@z(t) -- o2(t)~bl(t)l >/~ > O, 
(bz(t) - r(t)) ~1 (t) - (bl (t) - r(t)) az(t) 
>0.  
o2(t)  4,1(t) - G1 (t) ~2(t)  
Under these assumptions it can be shown (see Jeanblanc-PicquO and Pontier, 1990) 
that there exists a unique equivalent martingale measure P* whose Radon-Nikodym 
derivative with respect o P satisfies 
dL ( t )=L( t  ){ -0 ( t )dW(t )+(p( t ) - l ) (dN( t ) -2 ( t )d t )} ,  
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with 
o( t )  = 
(b2(t) -- r{0) ~bt (t) - (b,(t) - r(t))~2(t) 
0" 2 (t) q~l (t) - -  0" 1 (t) q~ 2 (t) 
>0,  
(b2(t) - r(t) ) 0- , (t) - (b, (t) - r(t) ) 0- 2(t) 
p(t))~(t) = > O. 
0"2(t)q~l(t  ) - -  0-1( t )~2( t )  
1.3) 
1.4) 
dLW(t )= - LW(t )O(t)dW(t) ,  
dLN(t) = LN(t )(p(t) -- 1)(dN(t) - 2(t)dt) 
L(t) = LW(t)LU(t). 
The process 
w*(o = w(,) + fiO(s)ds 
is a (,~,, P*)-standard Wiener process and N(t)  is a (,T,, P*)-Poisson process with 
intensity p(t)A(t). 
The prices Si(t) are P*-martingales and satisfy 
dSi(t) = S, ( t - ){a i ( t )dW *(t) + O~(t ) (dN( t ) -  p(t)2(t)dt)} (1.5) 
and the market is complete. 
By (1.5) we have 
= s,(0)exp {f i ( -  g,(t) l a2(s ) )ds  
f/ fo } + 0-i(s) dW*(s )  + f . (s)dN(s)  (1.6) 
withfi(s) = log(1 + 4)i(s)). 
Due to the boundedness of all coefficients, it can be shown that 
sup IS i ( t ) IeLP(P *) for every p e [1, +~)  (1.7) 
O <<. t <<. T 
see for example Lemma III.2.1 of Xue (1992). 
We consider an American option ~(Sl(t ) )  with ~ : R + --* ~+ w {0}, uniformly con- 
tinuous and such that I~(x)l ~< Ax + B with positive A and B (in the case of a put 
~(x) = (K - x} + and in the case of a call if(x) = (x - K)+). 
Since we are in a complete market, as in the Black Scholes case, the price of the 
option at a time t is (see Geske, 1979a, p. 80) 
and 
Furthermore, .~* = P*  × P*,  where P*  and P* have Radon Nikodym derivatives 
LW(T)  and LN(T) with respect o pw and pN which satisfy 
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where "~ • ~t,r is the set of stopping times with respect o the filtration (~t)tEto, r] and 
with values in [t, r ]. 
Remark 1.1 Some authors uggest to work with a market with just one asset and to 
use D 5, the minimal equivalent martingale measure (see F611mer and Schweitzer, 1991, 
for a definition of P), instead of the equivalent martingale probability P*. Ruggaldier 
and Schweitzer (1993) give a formula for dDS/d0 z (under appropriate conditions) and 
show that, under 05, $1 (t) satisfies 
dSl(t) = Sl(t-){al(t)di~(t) + qba(t)(dN(t) - 2(t)dt)}, 
where ~'(t) is a Wiener process and N(t) is an independent Poisson process with 
intensity 
bl(t) + q~l(t)2(t)~ 
,~(t) = 2(0 1 -- q~, (t) a2(t ) + ~ _ 1 .  
If we use P instead of P*, we obtain results analogous to the ones obtained in the 
following sections. 
2. Discrete model 
In this section we define a discrete process, which, as we will see in Sections 3and 4, 
will allow us to obtain approximations of the price U(t) of an American option. 
Consider a particular class of models (1.1) and (1.2) with trl (t) and ~bl (t) piecewise 
constant. More precisely, given a positive integer N, we consider an equispaced 
subdivision of[0, T ] ,0=to<t l< --- <tN=T,  w i th t j - t~  I=A =T/N,  andlet 
N 
t71 (t) = aollo~(t) + ~ t r j I% , , tA( t ) ,  
j= l  
N 
qb, (t)= (9oI:ol(t) + ~ dpjI~tj ,.,jl(t) 
j= l  
and f1 = log(1 + ~bg) for j  = 0 . . . . .  N. 
In this way we obtain from (1.6) that the discounted price of the first risky asset, 
evaluated on the points tg of the partition, is given by the recursive formula 
{f; t S~(t~) = gl(tj_~)exp - 4)jp(s)2(s)ds - ½ a~ A + ajA W* +fjAN~ , j t
where 
AW* = W*( t j )  -- W*( t j _ l )  ~ ~A/ ' (O,A)  
and A Nj are random independent Poisson variables with parameters 
A i = 2 (s) p(s) ds. 
j 1 
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Let 
tj fttJ ~j = - (ojp(s) 2(s) ds flj = r(s) ds. 
j 1 j 1 
Since R (tj 1)/R(tj) = e aj, we have 
Sl(tj) = Sx(t a l )exp{~j  + flj -- ~aj' 2 A + ajA W*  + (2.1) 
We consider the problem of explicit computat ion of the Snell envelope /.Tj of the 
discrete process R(tf l~(S~(tj))  with j = 0 . . . . .  N, where ff is the function introduced 
in Section 1, 
(Tj = ess sup E* [R(rN)~(S1 (rN)) [ ,~] ,  
where .Y-~. r is the set of stopping times with respect o the filtration (~j) j= o. 1 ..... N 
with ~ j  = ,~,, and with values in {t a, tj+ 1 . . . . .  tN}. 
We observe that Sl(tf l  with j = 0 . . . . .  N is a Markov  chain with respect to the 
space (Q,.~-,(.~-flj=o, ~ ..... N, P*), whose transition probabil ity Pa satisfies, for every 
function f :  ~+ ~ R +, 
E*[ f lS , ( t j ) ) l ,~ ._~]=Paf (S , ( t j _ l ) )  for j=  1 . . . . .  N. (2.2) 
From (2.1) and (2.2), since $1 (t~_ 1 ) is f f j -  1 -measurable and 
B =exp{a j  + f l j -  gajl 2 d + ajA W,  + f~ANj}  is independent of o~ j 1,wehave  
E * [f(S1 (t j))],~j_, ] -- E * [ f (S  1 (t j_l)B)[ ~-j_l ] ~- P j r ( s t  (tj_,)), 
with P jr(z) = E* [ f (zB) ] .  
Let A zexp{aj  + flj 1 2 = - ~a~ A + ajA W* }. Since P* = P*  x P*,  using Fubini's 
theorem, we have 
Pj f (z )  = E* [ f (A  exp {f~ A n j} ) ]  
= EW[E~[ f (Aexp{f~An j}) ] ]  
= E~[h~f (Aexp{ J )h})e -A 'A~ 
g(.A 
But f (A  exp {.~h})e -A' A~/h! >>. 0 for every h • V, then 
Aj P A~ Pj f (z )  = c & - -  EW[ f (Aexp{f jh}) ]  
;+2 =e A, r A~ f ( zexp{~.~+f l j -½a?A 
• . ' , ,  e g2 /2  
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It is well-known that the Snell envelope of a discrete time process (Z,)o .<, .< N is of 
the form 
UN = ZN, U, = max{Z, ,E[U,+l  I~,]}; 
then the Snell envelope of R(tj)tp ($1 (tj)) is of the form Uj = u(j, SI (tj)), where u is 
defined by 
u(N,') = R(T)~b(.), 
(2.3) 
u( j -  1,.)=max{n(t j_,~b(-);Pju( j , . )},  j=  l . . . . .  N. 
Thus we obtain the following. 
Proposition 2.1. The Snell envelope of R(tj)~k ($1 (t j)) is the process U j given by 
ON = R(T)~(S , (T ) ) ,  
Uj- l  = max{n(t j -1)t~(Sl(t j_ l  ));nju(j, Sl(tj_l))}, j=  I, ... ,N, 
where 
Aj u(j, z exp {~j + flj 1 2 -- ~a j  A Pju(j,z) = e -Aj Z ~. 
h~ 
e -92/2 
+ ajxfAg +f jh}) -~-  dg. (2.4) 
Remark 2.1. We will see that, in the case of an American put option, this explicit 
formula is really computable using numerical methods. 
3. L p approximations of the prices 
3.1. Continuous case 
We consider a particular class of models (1.1) and (1.2) in which some of the 
coefficients are piecewise constant and approximate those of the original model. We 
will see in which way the respective American option prices converge to the original 
model price. 
We assume m to be a positive integer and ~,m to be an equispaced partition of 
[0, T]: 
~"  = {(to,t~, . . .  , t2~) :  0 = t o < t 1 < . . .  < t2,,  = T, t j -  tj 1 = A = T/2~}. 
Let 
2 m 
am(t) = al(0)Ilol(t) + ~ a(t j_ l ) I , j  ,,tA(t), (3.1) 
j= l  
2 m 
~)m(t) = gb l (O) l~o I (t) + ~ ~)(tj_ 1 ) I , j  ..,j](t). (3 .2)  
j= l  
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By the continuity of al(t) and ~bl(t), we have 
lim cr"(t) = al(t) and lim 4)"(0 = ~bi(t) 
uniformly with respect o t. 
Given the equivalent martingale measure P*, defined in Section 1, let us consider 
a sequence of risky assets Sin(t), which are approximations of Sl(t), with discounted 
prices S"(t)= R(t)S"(t) which satisfy (1.5) with i=  1 and with al(t)=am(t),  
q51(t) = qS"(t), i.e. 
Sin(t) = S'n(t ){am(t)dW *(t) + ~)'n(t)(dN(t) - p(t))~(t)dt)}. (3.3) 
It can be shown, in the same way as (1.7), that 
m~NsupE*[o,<,4TSUp ' ' " ( t ) [P ]< + OC, (3.4) 
for every p e [1, + ~ ). 
If we consider the original probability space (O, ~ ,  P), the process S"(t) satisfies 
dSm(t) = S"(t ){bm(t)dt + a"(t)dW(t)  + dp"(t)dN(t)}, (3.5) 
with b"(t) = r(t) + am(t)O(t) - (a"(t)p(t)A(t), where O(t) and p(t)A(t) are the same as in 
(1.3) and (1.4). 
Notice that, if instead of the original triplet (So(t), Sx(t), S2(t)), we consider the 
triplet (So(t), Sin(t), S2(t)), the assumptions of Section 1 still hold for sufficiently large 
m and, proceeding as in Section l, and referring to the results of Jeanblanc Picqu6 and 
Pontier (1990), we obtain the same equivalent martingale measure P* and the 
completeness of the market. Thus, the price of the American option tp(sm(t)) is 
U"(t)--ess supg* e J, ~0(S"(r))lgt , (3.6) 
r e P-t ,~ 
where ,~. r is the set of stopping times introduced in Section 1. 
We shall prove the following: 
Theorem 3.1. Let Urn(t) be the sequence of prices of the American options ~b(S"(t)) and 
U (t) be the price of the American option ~b(Sl (t) ) (see (1.8)) at a time t: for every t, U"(t) 
converges in LI(p *) to U(t) (uniformly with respect o t). 
The next result will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proposition 3.2. The paths of S"(t) converge to the paths c~f $1 (t) uniformly in prob- 
ability. 
This means that sup0 .<,_< rlS"(s) - Sl(s)[ converges to zero in probability P*. 
Proof of Proposition 
N*(s) = N(s) - 2(s)p(s). 
If 
and 
3.2. Let N*(s) be the compensated 
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Poisson 
A (s) = r(s) - ~)1 ( s )p (s )~(s )  - 1 if2 (s) -~- f l  ( s )p(s ) i t (s ) ,  
Am(s) = r(s) - d/"(s)p(s)2(s) - ½ (a m (s)) 2 + fm(s)p(s)2(s), 
B(t) = A(s)ds + al(s)dW*(s) + f l(s)dN*(s) 
Bm(t )=;A ' , s )ds+;am(s)dW*(s )+; fm(s ,  dN*(s), 
then 
Sl(t) = S1 (0) e ~") 
and 
Sin(t) = S~ (0) e B'"). 
It can easily be deduced that 
sup ISm(t)-  Sl(t)l 
O~<t~<T 
~SI(O ) sup [max{eB(');eBm(°}] sup [Bm(t)-B(t)l 
O<~t<~ T O<t<~ T 
and using HSlder's inequality, (1.7) and (3.4) we obtain 
i I I 7 E* sup [sm(t)-S~(t)[  ~<cE* supr lBm(t ) -B ( t ) [  2 I_O<.t~T O~t~ 
where c is a constant. 
But 
~< 3 [A(s) -- Am(s)[ds + 12 [al(s) -- am(s)12ds 
+ 12 I r If,(s) --fm(s)[2 p(s)A(s)ds, 
30  
process 
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thus we get 
E*[  o ,.--, <sup r lS"(t)-S~ (t)] 1 
<<. c{3(fro lA(s)- Am(s)[ds)2 + 12 fj'lat(s)-a~(s)J2ds 
+ 12 fo r If,(s)-fm(s),2p(s)2(s)ds} 1/2, (3.7) 
Since Am(s), am(s) andf"(s) converge uniformly respectively to A(s), al (s) and fl (s), 
we conclude the proof. [] 
We are now able to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For every r e Jr, r, we have a.s. 
, O(s~(~) ) l  
<. E*Ie I)l'~'d"~b(St(z,)l,~,l 
+ E* e J, 0(Sin(r))- ~b(X,(r))l~, , 
~<ess upE* e - ~'(Sl(z))l~ 
rE/)-t,7, 
+ess supE* e J, I~b(Sm(z))-tp(Sl(z))jlYt , 
from which we get 
Um(t)<~U(t)+ess upe* e IO(S'(v))-O(SI(*)) ~t • 
In the same way we have 
[> ] U(t) <~ Urn(t) + ess sup E* e ]~t(sm("c)) - -  ~/(Sl('[)) ~ . 
~E.¢ t, l  
Thus we have 
] IU(t) - gm(t)l ~< ess supE* e 1O(S"(r))- ~b(Sl(z))l I~  • 
Since, the set 
(3.8) 
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is directed (the maximum of two elements of the set is also an element of the set (see 
Dellacherie and Meyer, 1980, Chapters V-VIII,  Appendix 1-22, p. 431)), we have 
E* [I u( t )  - um(t)l ] 
~< sup E* e Io (sm(r ) ) -  O(SI(r))[ 
<~ E*[o<~u<~ I~O(S"(u))- ~'(SI(u))I]. (3.9) 
In view of the Proposition 3.2 and because of the uniform continuity of qJ, 
supo ~, ~ r [~(S" (u) ) -  ~,(Sl(U))[ converges to 0 in probability; furthermore, this se- 
quence is uniformly integrable with respect o rn (it can easily be seen using (1.7), (3.4) 
and the fact that [~J(x)[ ~< Ax + B for every x ~ ~+). 
Thus l im~,+~E*[ ]U( t ) -  U"(t)[]  = 0. [] 
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 implies that U"(0) converges to U(0). 
Remark 3.2. Suppose that 0 is a Lipschitz function (in the most common cases this is 
true), with Lipschitz constant L. If 
Cm= max {sSUpT ]. aa(S) -  ~m(s) ; supT ] fl (S)--fro(S) } 
using (3.9) and (3.7), it is obvious that 
E* [I U(t ) -  U"(t)l ] ~ O(C,,). 
If the coefficients are also Lipschitz functions and if A,, is the width of the partition, 
then 
E*[ IU( t ) -  em(t)l] <~ O(A,,). 
Remark 3.3. It can easily be seen that the convergence is in LP(P*) with p c [1, + ~ ). 
It could also be proved that we actually have the same convergence as that in 
Proposition 3.2, i.e. the paths of Urn(t) converge to the paths of U(t) uniformly in 
probability. 
3.2. Discrete case 
Let us consider the discrete time process Sin(t1) with t~ ~ Y". This process is 
obtained by (2.1) with N = 2", a t = a(tj_ 1), ~bj = ~b(tj_ 1). 
Let us consider the Snell envelope of R(tj)tp(sm(tj)): 
U T = ess sup E* [R(zm)~o(Sm(r"~))[~], 
where Y ~. r is the set of stopping times with respect o the filtration (~'j)~ = o. 1 ..... 2,- 
with ,~  = ~-~j and with values in {t~, tj+ 1, ... , t2m}. 
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We set U~(tj) = 07' [R(t j)]-1 and consider right-continuous versions of U(t) and 
Urn(t). 
Theorem 3.3. Let t • U,,,~". Then we have 
lim E*[ IU~(t ) -  U(t)l] =0  
m ~ + :(, 
uniformly with respect to t e ~),, :~". 
ProoL For every r ~ '~'-0, T, we consider the discretization d~(r)(o)) = 
2 m 
2 j= l  tjl~,j ,,,j~(r(o))). It is easy to prove that d,,(~)• Jg . r .  
Furthermore, if r "  • ,Y-(T. T, then ~" • .Y-o,r and d,,(r") = z". 
Thus 
din(J~O.T) = Yo". v. (3.10) 
Sin(din(z)) converges to S~(z) in probabil ity uniformly with respect o z • ,~-o.v. In 
fact 
IS~(dm(O) - S1(~)1 ~ I 81(~) -- S~(d~(v))[ + sup IS~(s)- sl(s)l 
O<~s<<. T 
and it can easily be shown that 
IS1( 'L)  - -  S l  (d in (O) ]  
fr 
dm ( r )  
= SI(S ){(bl(S ) - O(s)al(s))ds + a l (s )dW*(s  ) -t- dpl(t)dN(s)} (3.11) 
converges to zero in L2(p *) uniformly with respect o r e .~'o, r (because of the fact 
that ]din(r)-  T] ~< A,, and the fact that supo~,~ TISI(t)I e Lz(P*), see (1.7)). So we 
obtain, by Proposit ion 3.2, that Sin(din(r)) converges to $1 (r) in probabil ity uniformly 
with respect o ~ • Y0, 7-. 
For  the uniform continuity of 0 we have that 
- t r(s)ds 
e O(Sm(dm(z))) 
converges to 
-- f 'r  (.~)d.~ 
e -., @(S1 (r)) 
in probabil ity uniformly with respect o ~ e Jo .  7". Furthermore, the sequence 
r(.s)ds - - f  ........ f~,'(~)ds 
le , 4 , (S in (d in (O) )  - e -, @(S I ( '~) )  [ 
is uniformly integrable with respect o tn and z e ~Y-O,T (recall (1.7), (3.4) and the fact 
that IO(x)t ~< Ax + B). 
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Thus 
~(Sm(dm('r))) - -  e = 0 
?n~ + oo 
uniformly with respect o z e Jo ,  r. 
Considering (3.10), we obtain, in the same way as (3.8) 
,U(t) UT,(t)[ = ess supE*[  fa"" ' r sds  1 - e , t#(S" (d,,(v))) [o~ 
[-> ] -ess  supE*  e 10(St (~) ) l~  
tE-Yt,T 
i~,,,m ~< ess sup E* [lIe r(s)ds~tsmldrnt~]) I - ' - ' ' ' ' ' '  - e 
L ~-~ t,r 
Thus, because the set 
-- r(s)ds 
E* le ~J(Sm(d~(r))) - e 
(3.12) 
is directed, we have 
E* FlU(t) - U~'(t)l ]
ft a'd') 
V r(s)ds ~< sup E* | ]e  
k 
-- ~'r(s)ds ] 
J, O(s l (~)) l  I~ ,  . 
I'.~ds ~]: re ~,T} ~9($1(~)) I I 
-- r(s)ds 
0(S~(d,.(r))) - e 0(SI(T)) I . (3.13) 
Thus, using (3.12), we conclude the proof. [] 
If tCUm~",  we can consider the sequence {tin}m, where tme~ m and 
fm 2m = }~j= 1 t j I , j  1 ,tA(t) . Obviously t"  converges to t from the right. Since we consider 
a right-continuous version of U(t),l im,,~ + ~ U(t m) = U(t) a.s.. Since I U(t")  - U(t)r is 
uniformly integrable we have 
lim E*[ IU( t~)  - U(t)[] =0, 
m~+oo 
i.e. there exists an rh e N such that, for m > rfi 
g 
E*[ IU( t  m) -  U(t)[1 <~.  (3.14) 
Furthermore, from Theorem 3.3, there exists an rh > rh such that for every m > rh 
£ 
E* F lU(W) -  U~(tm)l] < ~. (3.15) 
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By (3.15) and (3.14) we have that, for every m > rfi, 
E* [IU(t) - U~(tm)l]  < e. (3.16) 
Then the American option price may be approximated in L ~ (P*) with the value of 
a random variable that can be computed exactly (see Section 2). In particular, U~(0) 
converges to the American option price at time t = 0. 
Remark 3.4. Suppose that q/ is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant L. If 
t • 0 m '~ ", using (3.11), (3.7) and observing that E* [tS1 (T) - $1 (dm(r))l ] ~< C(A,,) 1/2, 
it is easy to conclude that 
E* E lU~(t ) -  U(t)13 ~< O(max{C,.;A~/2}). 
If t ¢ U ,, .~ " and if we consider the sequence t,. defined in the proof  of Theorem 3.2, it 
can be shown that the speed of convergence of U(tm) to U(t) in L 1 is at most 
O(max{C,,;  A 1/2 }). Then proceeding as we have done at the end of Section 3, we can 
conclude that, for every t • [0, T ], 
1/2~ E*E IU( t )  - U~(tm)l] ~< O(max{C,, ;A, ,  j~. 
If the coefficients are also Lipschitz functions, the speed of convergence is at most 
O(A~/2). 
4. Almost sure approximations of the prices 
4.1. Continuous case 
Due to the Markovian properties of the model, we have U(t) = u*(t, Sl(t)),  with 
u*(t ,x)  = sup E* e J, O(S~'~(r)) 
and Urn(t) = U*(t, sm(t)), with 
u*( t ,x )= sup E* e .i, O(S2~(r)  , 
~E.Yt,I 
where St'Xts ~ 1 ~ p, t ~< s ~< T, is the solution of (1.2), such that S~'X(t) = x and S,~x(s) is the 
solution of (3.5) such that S~,x(t) = x (see Jaillet et al., 1990, p. 265 or Zhang, 1994, 
p. 21, for a detailed proof). 
We have 
Theorem 4.1. For every t • [0, T ] ,  u* (t,x) converges to u*(t ,x) .  
Proof. It is obvious from Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1. [] 
Thus u*(t, Sl(t))  converges to U(t) a.s.. 
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4.2. Discrete case 
We also have that U~(tj)  = u~(tj, sm(tj)), with 
u~(t~,x )= sup E* e o,, 0( t j . x ( ) )  , 
r m E "~t~t  
where Sty, x(t~), t~ >1 t i, is the solution of(2.1) with N = 2 m, aj = ~ (tj_ t), ~ -- ~1 (tj_ ~) 
and such that S m t j, x(tj) = x. 
We have 
u~(t j ,x)  = exp r(s)ds u( j ,x) ,  
where u( j ,x )  is defined by (2.3); the following result is obvious from Theorem 3.3: 
Theorem 4.2. Let t•  U m ~" .  Then u~(t,x)  converges to u*(t,x). 
This implies that u~(t, Sl(t)) converges to U(t) a.s.. 
If t¢ ~)m y" ,  considering the sequence {t m }m defined at the end of Section 3, we have 
Um(t ,S l ( tm) ) - -  U(t)l < e. a.s.. that rh exists such that for every m >~ nS, I v m 
Remark 4.1. If we consider the convergence results studied in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, 
we have, respectively, the same speed of convergence orders as the ones presented in 
Remarks 3.2 and 3.4. 
5. The American put option 
The put option is characterized by 0(x) = (K - x) +, where K is the exercise price. 
Consider the case of a model with constant coefficients, i.e. suppose ai(t) = ai, 
~bi(t) = ~bg, with i = 1, 2, and r(t) = r. Since we will work just with the first asset we put 
al(t) = a, ~bl(t) = q5 and fl(t) =f .  Thus am(t) = ~r, ~bm(t) = ¢ and u*(t ,x)  = u*(t,x). 
We want to give an analytic formula for the computat ion of the American put 
prices. We will compute u~(t,x) for an an approximation of u*(t,x). 
Observe that for all x and t • ~) m ~m, 
0 <~ u*(t,X) -- UDm(t,x) <~ K(1 -- e - '~" ) ,  
where r = max{r(s): 0 ~< s ~ T }. 
This is true in view of Theorem 5 in (Carverhill and Webber, 1990, p. 89). In fact, if 
t • U m ~m, the proof  of this theorem presented in Carverhill and Webber (1990), may 
be adapted to our model. 
Thus the approximation is very interesting because, if the annual interest rate is 
10% (so that r = ln (11/10)), the approximation for a nine months option with three 
quarterly exercise opportunities has error at most 2.5% of the exercise price. 
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The approach is analogous to that presented in Carverhill and Webber (1990), 
Geske (1977) and Geske (1979a, b). 
In order to help the presentation we assume that the present time t is 0. We refer to 
Section 2. We put q = 2 m, the cardinality of :~'. If x,,(k) is the critical price at time 
tk ~ ,ga°m for the discretized case, we have, being tq = T, 
D u, , (T ,x)  = (K -  x) + and xm(q) = K. 
If we consider tq_ 1 e Y" we have 
u~(tq - l ,X  ) = (K -- x) + l[x<~x.,lq_l) ~ + Pu~(T ,x ) I ,  . . . . . .  (q 1)I, 
where Pu~(T ,x )  is the price of an European put option starting at time tq-1,  with 
exercise time T. Thus adapting the computations presented in Theorem 2.1 of 
Mercurio and Runggaldier (1993) to the put case (see also Section 2), we obtain 
where, if A,, = p2A,, ,  
,2 = e ~" ~ A~ 14,q 2 e ~.  N l (d  2 l,q(h), 1) 
hen 
and 
A h 
~q,1 = e eA,,, ~ e A'Z~T. eIh N ,  (d l_ l .q(h) , l ) ,  
h~lN 
with 
dq 1-1,q(h) -- - 
and 
ln(x/x, , (q))  + (r + ½a2)A,. - (aA, + fh  
aA1/2 
d 2 1,q(h) = d~q-l,q(h) + aAd/2 . 
The critical price x,, (q - 1), is obtained solving the equation Pu~(T,  x) = (K - x). 
Since, if tk ~ Y" ,  
u~(tk,X) = (K -- x) + 11x <_ x,.(k)l + Pu~(tk + I,X) I I . . . .  I~)',, 
then continuing inductively backwards, we obtain 
PuDm(tk+ 1,X) = KW2+l  - -  xWl~l ,  
q 
w~+, = ~, e - ' ( j  k )~ k(Nj k(d~,,Rkj)) 
j - k+ l  
and 
q 
wl+z =e-+( j  k)~., 
j~k+ l 
~_k(e I~e~'~ +e"Nj  ~(d~+g~)), 
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where N j -k (  ", R) is the multinormal distribution with dimensionj - k and covariance 
matrix R, and 
dkl, j = (dk,k+ 1, "'" , dkd-  1, - dkd), 
dk24=dk1,j - X/~a(1 ,  X/~, "" ,X / J - -k -1 , -  x / J -k ) ,  
where 
" ln(x/x, . ( l ) )  + (r + ½aZ)(l -- k)A, ,  - CA , , ( l  - k) + f (Qk+ l + "'" + Q,) 
dk 91 
X/A ~(l - k) 
and the covariance matrix Rkj is 
I + rk+l ,k+ 2 
-J- rk+ l ,k+ 2 1 
Rk j  = 
%- rk + l , j -1  - -  rk + l , j  I 
-t- rk + l , j -  1 
J 
- -  rk+l ,  j 1 / 
p -- k~l/2 
with rp, q = \-~k- k / " 
~-k (g(Qk+l  . . . .  ,Q j ) )  is the expected value of g(Qk+l . . . . .  Qj), where Qr is an 
independent random variable with a Poisson distribution with parameter A,.. Thus 
~- , (a (Qk  +,,  - - . ,  Q j)) 
+~ Aqk+l + .. +qj 
e-A~j -k )  9(qk+l ,  "" ,qj).  
q~+, ..... qj=0 (qk + 1 )! "'" (qj)! 
Since this infinite sum may be truncated at a sufficiently large integer and since 
at each step k the critical price xm(k), is obtained solving the equation Pu~ 
(tk.  1, X) = (K  -- x), the American put price is really computable. 
For example, it is interesting to compare the Black-Scholes model with the model 
with jumps. In computing the relative prices, we have to observe that the presence of 
jumps modifies the observable volatility (see Zhang, 1994, Chapter 6) and that the 
change of measure from [P to P* implies the presence of the term - p (02(0 dt in (1.5). 
Making computations varying the number of time steps, it can be observed that the 
choice of two time steps is good. If we take r - 0.05, a = 0.2, K -- 45, x = 45, T = 3, 
we obtain that the price in the Black-Scholes case is 3.5. Table 1 shows the American 
put price in some particular cases. 
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Tablel 
= 0.02 4 : 0.04 ~ - 0.02 4 = - 0.04 
2 -1  2.8 2.2 4.4 4.8 
2=0.5  3.1 2.8 3.9 4.4 
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